**MODULAR GUARDS - CORNER POST, DOUBLE**  
**MG-CP-36-2**

**Any additions, deletions or omissions must be corrected on this drawing, as this drawing will be considered all inclusive.**

**All graphics provided are for reference only. If certain dimensions are critical please verify those dimensions with your salesperson.**

**STANDARD FEATURES**

**MODEL NUMBER:** MG-CP-36-2

**DOUBLE CORNER POST**

**OVERALL HT:** 36''

**MID RAIL:** 18''

**FRAME UPRIGHT:** STRUCTURAL C-CHANNEL

**FRAME GUARD:** 3 x 3 SQUARE TUBE

**TOUGH BAKED IN POWDER COATED YELLOW FINISH**

**COMES WITH FOUR (4) 11207 BOLTS**

**SPECIAL FEATURES**

**NONE**

**SCALE - 1:4**

**DIM. TOLERANCE ±1/4''**
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